Lawn tractor charging system

Unlike push and self-propelled walk-behind mowers, lawn tractors come equipped with a battery
to power the electrical system, an oil reservoir to hold much-needed lubrication for the engine
and a gas tank to hold gasoline to fuel the tractor. In order to keep the battery charged and
running, a lawn tractor must have a charging system that works much like an alternator does in
an automobile. Since most walk-behind mowers don't require a battery in order to run, you may
wonder why a riding mower needs one. Lawn tractors often have components not found on
smaller models of mowers that require the aid of a battery. Headlights, ignitions, starters and
electric clutches are just some of the systems that require a battery in order to run. Without a
charging system, the battery would soon go dead and be unable to recharge without being
jump-started or plugged into a battery charger. Most lawn tractors possess one of two types of
charging systems to help keep the battery up and running. One type of charging system is the
belt-driven alternator, typically mounted on the engine. As the belt turns the alternator, the
alternator continually generates power to recharge the battery. The other type of system has a
stator -- a round, metal body with a central hole surrounded by prongs wrapped in coil wires -that sits underneath the flywheel. As with any lawn tractor component, problems occasionally
develop with the charging system. The alternator or stator may fail, the regulator may go bad,
you may encounter a frayed, disconnected or damaged wire or the alternator belt may be loose
or broken. Before assuming that the problem stems from the charging system, always charge
the battery fully with a battery charger and then test the charge with a multimeter. What appears
to be a charging problem may be nothing more than a worn-out battery. Once you know that
your lawn tractor's battery is in good shape and able to be charged to full capacity, it's time to
begin testing the charging system. A handy tool for testing the components of the charging
system is a mutlimeter. A multimeter is a small, handheld machine that contains a positive and
a negative lead that hook into the multimeter and into the lawn tractor components. The
multimeter also contains a digital readout or dial where you can observe the results of your
tests. You can use the multimeter to check voltage, electric current and resistance. Amie Taylor
has been a writer since Book reviews, gardening and outdoor lawn equipment repair articles
and short fiction account for a handful of her published works. Taylor gained her gardening and
outdoor equipment repair experience from working in the landscaping and lawn-care business
she and her husband own and operate. Home Guides Home Home Improvement. By Amie
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any lawn tractor component, problems occasionally develop with the charging system. Testing
the Charging System Once you know that your lawn tractor's battery is in good shape and able
to be charged to full capacity, it's time to begin testing the charging system. Click to see full
answer. Also to know is, how do you check the charging system on a Kohler Engine? How to
Test a Voltage Regulator on a Kohler Engine Place the device containing the Kohler engine on a
hard, flat surface and remove the key from the ignition. Inspect the battery. Place a small load
on the battery by turning the key to the ON position for 15 seconds. Likewise, does my lawn
mower have an alternator? The answer is that lawnmowers do have alternators. Riding lawn
mowers are powered by engines. The alternator is one of the most important parts of a riding
lawn mower , because the alternator maintains the battery power levels. The operator sets off
the ignition, and the alternator gives the battery power. One coil provides voltage for the lights
and the other is used to charge the battery. There is also a diode connected in series with the
red wire between the charging coil and terminal L on the ignition switch for charging the
battery. Lawn mower battery keeps dying The alternator provides voltage to the lawn mower
while the engine is running and also recharges the battery. If the voltage regulator is defective,
the battery won't receive enough voltage, causing the battery to drain quickly. For the easiest
method to check your alternator , simply turn on the headlights to your lawn mower or outdoor
power equipment. Then, turn off the engine. If the lights dim, the alternator works. If not, it
doesn't. Can you jump start a lawn mower? Most riding mowers have volt batteries, too. RAY: If
your mower uses a volt battery, use the jumper cables as you would when starting another car.
Hook the positive cable to the positive terminal of the car battery. How long do lawnmower
batteries last? What does a rectifier do on a lawn mower? It does the rectifying part as well the
regulation part. It is part of a battery charging system. It gets an AC power feed from the stator
coil mounted under the flywheel. Then rectifies the voltage, which turns the voltage from AC
into DC. Do lawnmowers charge battery? Mowers are equipped with a battery that charges as
the engine runs. If the battery has gone bad, it may not recharge at all, or may lose its charge
very quickly. If this is the case, the battery will likely need to be replaced. You can test the
voltage a battery is outputting by using a multimeter. How does a Briggs and Stratton charging

system work? The charging system for the Briggs and Stratton engine begins with the battery,
which supplies voltage to the starter. Once the engine runs, the alternator takes over the
electrical delivery, supplying voltage to the spark plug and sending extra current to the battery
for recharging. What charges the battery on a Briggs and Stratton engine? Alternators power
the small engine while it is running, keeping the battery charged by circulating power back
through the system. For the easiest method to check your alternator, simply turn on the
headlights to your lawn mower or outdoor power equipment. How do I know if I need an
alternator? Six Alternator Warning Signs: Dim lights. The alternator is part of the electrical
system of your vehicle. Warning light. Most modern cars have a dashboard warning light that
alerts you when the alternator is on the fritz. Weak or dead battery. Weird smells. Odd sounds.
Visual cues. How does a small engine charging system work? Under the flywheel there is a
stator, a stationary coil of wire. When the magnet passes by it induces current flow in the wire. It
makes AC, alternating current. In order to charge a battery it needs to be rectified to DC, direct
current, using a diode. How do I test a lawnmower voltage regulator? Thru the Voltage
Regulator itself Locate the voltage regulator and attach the positive red cable to the positive
terminal on the regulator. Next turn on the voltmeter or multimeter and make sure you have it
set to the proper volts for your mower. Next turn on the lights of the mower by turning the key
parts. Where is the voltage regulator? The voltage regulator can be mounted inside or outside
of the alternator housing. If the regulator is mounted outside common on some Ford products
there will be a wiring harness connecting it to the alternator. The voltage regulator controls the
field current applied to the spinning rotor inside the alternator. Have any Question? Let us
answer it! Co-authors Note: If you use a key to start your lawn mower, snow blower or outdoor
power equipment, the small engine includes an electrical charging system with a battery and
alternator. If your lawn mower battery does charge fully, the charge should not drain if it is not
in use. Troubleshoot continued problems by using a multimeter service part number to see if
your battery drains power while not in use. If it holds the charge through testing, you may have
an issue with the alternator. Follow the instructions provided by the battery and battery charger
manufacturers:. Alternators power the small engine while it is running, keeping the battery
charged by circulating power back through the system. For the easiest method to check your
alternator, simply turn on the headlights to your lawn mower or outdoor power equipment.
Then, turn off the engine. If the lights dim, the alternator works. Connect multi-meter service
part number to your engine based on your alternator type. You can determine this by the color
of the wires - either AC volts or DC amps. These wires extend beneath the blower housing and
are connected to the stator. If your results do not match the specifications, you will need to
replace your alternator stator if it is an AC VOLT alternators. For DC Amp alternators, replacing
the stator, diode or regulator may be required. Otherwise, please contact a dealer. Learn how to
properly and safely use, troubleshoot, and maintain your lawn mower, tractor, snow blower and
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Alternator Test. Attach a Multi-meter Multi-meter Voltage Reading. Always wear safety glasses
Service batteries in a well ventilated area away from flames or sparks or other ignition sources
Do not tip the battery or remove any vent caps. Attach a Multi-meter to Your Engine. Insert the
black multi-meter lead into the tester's COM receptacle. NOTE: The battery must be grounded to
the equipment frame of the engine block to create a complete circuit. Connect the red lead to
the appropriate stator output wire. See illustrations below to see that your multi-meter is
properly attached. Take the Multi-meter Voltage Reading. Start the engine and let it run for
several minutes to reach its operating temperature. Using a tachometer service part number ,
set the engine test speed and check the reading on the multi-meter. Unless specified, all tests
should be carried out with the engine running at RPM. Compare your multi-meter reading
against the recommended voltage amps or volts listed in the using the Alternator Identification
Chart , Alternator Specifications or equipment manual. Turn off the engine and disconnect the
tester from your equipment. Spark Plug Wrench S. Lawn Mower Oil - 48 Fl. Fuel Stabil View
How-To Articles. Browse Videos. Email Newsletter Sign Up. Sign-up not successful. Please
refresh and try again. Thank you for signing up. Tech2Tech: Electrical Troubleshooting â€”
Where there is smoke. For years, technicians have often struggled with electrical systems and
troubleshooting them. The truth is electrical systems have not changed a great deal;
manufacturers are just adding more features, which adds more things to look for when
electrical systems start causing issues. My hope is to cover some basic guidelines and things
to try and remember when looking at or troubleshooting an electrical or ignition system.

Electricity is said to be invisible; I say that is incorrect. When a system stops and smoke comes
out, that is electricity! The key is to keep the smoke in the wires! No smoke â€” electrical
system is working; see smoke â€” system stops! They are made up of transistors, diodes and
sensors. One of the first solid state systems for lawn and garden engines was introduced in !
These older, for lack of a better term, solid state systems were mechanic pieces that had several
serviceable parts: laminations, coils, breaker points, condensers, flywheels and spark plugs.
During the second phase of the ignition cycle, the capacitor is discharged through the ignition
circuit. This function is carried out by a SCR silicon control rectifier. The switch is generally
linked to a diode for the reverse current. For the small motor, the sensor detects a bump at each
engine revolution. For a multiple cylinder unit, the sensor system gives a pulse for each
cylinder or ignition point. This value can be between 5 and 20 kilovolts kV , depending on the
working conditions. High engine efficiency and complete gas combustion are linked to a good
spark quality. Generally, we estimate a minimum of 20 millijoules is necessary at the spark plug.
Troubleshooting an ignition system today is actually very easy, provided you have the proper
test equipment. This was a great tool for testing breaker points and early solid state systems.
With solid state and CDI systems becoming increasingly reliable, it is extremely important to
have a tester than can apply the proper load when testing. Remember, when testing an ignition
system outside the engine, you need to compensate for fuel air mixture and the compression
ratio. That is why it is extremely important to use the appropriate tester. Almost every
manufacturer has a recommended tester that will test the ignition system due to those
conditions, and a technician should be aware of that unit. Here is where the smoke really needs
to be kept in the wires! In the past, all they needed to do was to start the equipment, run an
electric clutch, and charge the battery. Today, they are running electric PTOs, charging the
battery, running lights, lifting and lowering the cutting heights, and running all the safety
switches and safety devices. All kidding aside, these systems are asked to do so much more;
however, the charging systems themselves are not much different than the earlier systems. As
stated earlier, the electrical systems may have increased in what is needed of them, but the
basic theory for all the system components remains unchanged, and that is a key to
troubleshooting them. All charging systems function according to the same theory. Stators will
have a core with two or more posts wound with copper windings. When the north magnets
approach the stator post, the lines of flux travel in the other direction, or simply stated, create
Alternating Current AC. The issue here is that AC can run lights and certain items. However, you
also need to create Direct Current DC to charge the battery. This is where the fun begins. This is
done by using a diode or a one-way check valve. A full cycle of AC uses the entire wave of the
south and north magnets. A short note on batteries: You must have the proper battery for the
application. Pay attention to cold cranking amps and its age. Check with the manufacturer of the
equipment to verify the size and amps necessary. The following paragraphs explain what
happens with a amp system, so hang on! This functions as a diode and a SCR silicon control
rectifier. As an SCR, it controls the flow of current. This is a great asset and necessary tool for
all technicians today. So again, check the output readings and make sure the engine is at the
correct speed. I suggest that you find the testers that you feel are the most comfortable and
easiest to use. The other item you will need is the schematics of the equipment you are working
on and the proper test values. If you are checking for an ignition problem, use the right tester
and isolate the engine from the equipment. By taking your time and looking at the issue in small
segments, you will save time and ensure your time spent is productive and profitable. Dave
Worden has 40 years of extensive experience in the outdoor power equipment industry at the
dealer, distributor and manufacturer levels. After beginning his career as a service technician
for a dealership, he made the jump to a Central Distributor. He then moved up to the
manufacturer level, serving as a territory manager for McCulloch Corp. Engine Division, and a
general manager for a manufacturer-owned dealership. About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has
been writing about snow blowers, riding mowers, and other lawn and garden equipment for over
10 years. Paul does most of his writing out in his workshop where he feeds the wildlife and
birds in the yard. He spends as much time with his granddaughter as he can. This is how I make
money to keep this website up and running. Read more here: How to Support TodaysMower.
Could a bad regulator shut the whole system down? If the ground goes to the engine but not the
frame â€” loose engine bolts could give you this problem. The plug on the back of the switch
could be corroded â€” that happens a lot with the older stuff. A blown fuse inline with the
ignition switch also would shut you completely down. There is a fuse up under dash. You may
have gotten lucky and just blew that fuse. Hi Paul, I have a briggs and Stratton 13 hp on a dixon
zero turn and it cuts out after 10 minutes of run and will restart and run for a couple minutes
and cut out and start and run for a minute, so I disconnected the two wires from the amp
regulator and it runs fine now, so do you think it is running off the battery proving that the

regulator is bad when connected? Hi James, I actually know that one!. Yes, You will have to
charge the battery or keep a trickle charger on it to keep the battery charged between mowings.
Absolutely brilliant, well worded for most people to understand. Do you have articles on
troubleshooting the electric systems? Things like tester a Solinoid, testing why the charging
system is not working, testing PTO, testing why and what causes a fuse to blow, stuff like that.
Things like that would be first class for my apprentices to learn. I have a mower repair business
in Australia and have a very big workshop which is why I have a few apprentices. I
2012 vw jetta tdi fuel filter
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2005 ford 60 diesel fuel injectors
help them as much as I can but getting them to sit down and read and study your articles
would be great. Hi Rod, My go-to small engine training is eetc. You can see all the training they
offer here. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Subscribe to our mailing list and get
interesting stuff and updates to your email inbox. Troubleshooting Your Riding Mower. My New
Tractor Won't Run!! Charging Systems Here is where the smoke really needs to be kept in the
wires! Figure 2 Alternator Systems All charging systems function according to the same theory.
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Author Paul About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding
mowers, and other lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. Regards Rod Loading Paul
Sikkema. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Get more stuff
like this from TodaysMower. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

